### COREOPSIS PERFORMANCE DATA, SUMMER 2018

**Cultivar** | **Company** | **Performance Rating** | **Flower Rating** | **Stand Count** | **Performance Rating** | **Flower Rating** | **Stand Count** | **Performance Rating** | **Flower Rating** | **Stand Count** | **Performance Rating** | **Flower Rating** | **Stand Count** |
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
Uptick Gold Bronze | RDP | 8 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 4/4 | 5 | 6 | 3/4 | 6.4 | 6.6 | 3/4 |
Uptick Yellow Red | RDP | 8 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 3/3 | 5 | 6 | 3/4 | 6.8 | 6.6 | 3/3 |

*Planting Date: 22 May 2018; 3-4 plants to each cultivar; Performance Rating and Flower Rating based out of 1-10 scale; Stand Count based on number of live plants out of 3-4.*